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International Matrix Tests

Reliable speech audiometry in noise
Speech communication is one of the most
important aspects of the human auditory
system. In everyday life, conversations
usually occur in the presence of background noise. Hearing impaired listeners
very often complain especially about problems with understanding speech in noisy situations. Therefore, the diagnostics
and rehabilitation of hearing loss should
include speech audiometry in noise.

tory (a basis matrix) of fifty words, i.e. ten
words per category. Despite the random
composition, every sentence is syntactically correct. This way, up to 100,000 different sentences can be generated which
makes it impossible to memorize them.
Thus, after a short training, Matrix Tests
can be repeatedly conducted with the
same patient without affecting the test
results.

Matrix Test
Matrix Tests resemble everyday situations
(listening to complete sentences in noise)
while being very accurate measurement
tools. Therefore Matrix Tests can be used
to test the performance of hearing devices
in realistic situations and to show differences between various devices. Matrix
Tests are adaptive speech in noise tests
for determining the speech reception
threshold (SRT) with a precision in the
range of ±1 dB. The sentences of Matrix
Tests have the same structure (e.g. in
English: “Lucy kept nine green flowers”;
name, verb number, adjective and noun).
Test lists are generated by creating seemingly random sentences from an inven-

Simplified Matrix Test
The Simplified Matrix Test determines the
speech recognition threshold (SRT) with
children aged 4 years and up. The speech
material is a simplified version (subset)
of the Matrix Test. Instead of full sentences the test uses phrases with the same
structure of three categories (number,
adjective, noun, e.g. “five red flowers”).
The phrases are created in a seemingly
random combination of an inventory of
seven words per category which makes it
impossible to memorize them. Thus, after
a short training, the test can be repeatedly conducted with the same person without affecting the test result.

Key Features of International Matrix Tests
• Relevant for daily life
• Quick and reliable threshold measurement
• Unlimited repeated measurements possible
• Suitable for any degree of hearing loss
• Wide language portfolio
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Sample measurement trace illustrating the adaptive procedure for determining the speech reception threshold (SRT).

The audiometrist does not even have to
speak the language of the patient: Matrix
Tests can be conducted in a closed-set response format, meaning that the patient
sees the matrix of possible words on a
computer screen and can select the words
that he or she just heard. This means that
Matrix Tests can be used anywhere in the
world where speech audiometry in the
respective language might be necessary.
Because of the similar structure of all Matrix Tests, the results of different language
versions can easily be compared.

Application of Matrix Tests
Matrix Tests are implemented in professional audiology software for use with
patients (Oldenburg Measurement Applications, OMA). The software is compatible with several commercially available
audiometers. Matrix Tests are usually
conducted with an adaptive procedure
aiming for the 50% threshold of speech
intelligibility in noise (the SRT). It is also
4

possible to adapt to other thresholds between 20% and 80% speech intelligibility.
For the adaptive measurements, the noise level is usually kept constant at a level
that is clearly audible to the patient (default is 65 dB). The first sentence is presented with a signal to noise ratio (SNR)
of 0 dB (can be adjusted to the hearing
loss). For the following presentations, the
speech level is adapted according to the
preceding response of the patient. This
is done automatically by the software. If
the patient correctly repeats three to five
of the presented words, the speech level
of the next presentation is reduced. If the
patient correctly repeats less than three
words, the speech level of the next presentation is increased. The step sizes are
variable. The adaptive procedure approaches the SRT which is determined using a
maximum likelihood estimator.
The patient usually listens to the sentences presented from the frontal loudspeaker or monaurally via audiometric,
free-field equalized headphones. The

sentences are presented along with the
test-specific noise. In typical cases, the
noise is only played back during the
presentation of a sentence. If desired,
the software also allows for continuous
playback of the noise during the whole
measurement. This can be of importance
in case of measurements with hearing devices in order to ensure that the devices
are in their optimal operating mode all
the time.
Matrix Tests can be conducted with test
lists of 20 or 30 sentences. The Simplified
Matrix Tests can be performed with test
lists of 14 sentences. The duration of a typical 20 item test list is about 4 minutes
and a typical 14 item list of the Simplified
Matrix test is about 2 minutes. For practical clinical applications, test lists of 20
sentences are usually sufficient. The accuracy in threshold estimation of the 20
item and 14 item test lists usually are on
the order of 1 dB. However, if a more reliable measurement of the SRT is desired,
30 item test lists can be used. Due to the
training effect of Matrix Tests, a training
session with two 20 item test lists is necessary.

The typical procedure that has been described so far is especially useful for diagnostics. If the SRT obtained in one fixed
spatial configuration is compared to reference SRT distributions for normal hearing
test subjects in the same configuration,
the amount of hearing impairment related
to speech intelligibility in noise can be
established. Small differences in SRT can
mean considerable differences in speech
intelligibility. This is due to the steep intelligibility function of Matrix Tests. An
SRT difference of just 3 dB can mean a
difference in speech intelligibility of up to
40% for normal hearing listeners.
In addition to diagnostics, the Matrix Test
can also be used for comparing different
situations for the same patient, e.g. aided
vs. unaided, pre-op vs. post-op, different
hearing devices or different settings of
the same hearing device. In these cases
the test is usually presented via loudspeaker. As the Matrix Test is a speech in
noise test, speech and noise can also be
presented from different directions. That
way, a wider range of realistic situations
can be assessed.

Typical use of Matrix Tests
• Standardized test instruction for each patient (see next page)
• Training with two test lists (first at constant, clearly above threshold SNR;
then with adaptive procedure)
• Noise level: 65 dB (or higher if required to be audible)
• Start SNR for adaptive procedure: 0 dB SNR
• Target SRT: 50% speech reception threshold
• Spatial configuration for free field presentation: S0N0 (i.e. speech and noise
from the same loudspeaker from the front). Other configurations are possible.
• For diagnostics: monaural headphone measurement
• Aided measurements should be performed with continuous noise setting
5

Suggested test instructions for Matrix Tests
This is a test which assesses your ability to hear speech in noisy situations. For
this purpose, you will be presented with a list of twenty sentences with background noise.
Each sentence consists of five words and always has the same structure: name,
verb, numeral, adjective and noun, for example “Peter ordered three large
desks”. The sentences are not necessarily meaningful.
Please repeat the sentence after each presentation. Each word counts as a point,
so if you cannot get the entire sentence, repeat any word you hear. You may
guess if you are uncertain.
There will be some sentences that are easy to understand and others where
you might not understand any of the words. That is part of the test so do not get
discouraged, just repeat what you can.
If the sentences are too loud at any point, please let me know.
Do you have any questions?

T SETUP (1) : RESULT OF BINAURAL HEARING AID PROVISION
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Typical test setup (1) : Benefit of hearing aid provision
To check the result of hearing device provision in free field using the matrix test (after
sufficient training), the speech reception threshold (SRT) measured binaurally with
speech simulating noise has to be improved (i.e. reduced) by a significant amount in
the same spatial configuration (e.g. S0N0).
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5 dB is reached.
(after sufficient training) by first measuring the speech reception threshold (SRT) without
hearing device provision (spatial configuration: speech from front, noise from 90° on the
:
better side). The benefit of a hearing device is demonstrated if in the same spatial configuration with hearing device provision on the worse ear an improvement (i.e. reduction)
of the SRT by a significant amount is reached.
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Arabic Matrix Test

Properties of the Arabic Matrix Test
Reference: Buschermöhle M, Zokoll MA, Abdulhaq N, Hochmuth S, Kollmeier B, Saleh S, Said
N, Abdulhadi K (in preparation). Development of
a test procedure for speech audiometry in noise
for Modern Standard Arabic: The Arabic Matrix
Sentence Test

in association with
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Chinese Matrix Test

Properties of the Chinese Matrix Test
SVS

STD (SVS)

(dB SNR)
-9,3

1,0

S50

STD

[%/dB]

(S50)

13,5

1,8

Source
Hu et al.

Response

Length of

input

testlist

open

20

closed

20

(2017)
-10,1

1,0

13,5

1,8

Hu et al.
(2017)

Comments:
a) The reference values for adaptive measurements shall also be used for non-adaptive
measurements.
b) The value for the slope is always the value determined for non-adaptive measurements.
c) The SVS STD value for open response was rounded up to 1.0 dB.
Reference: Hu, H. et al. (2017). Construction and evaluation of the Mandarin Chinese
matrix (CMNmatrix) sentence test for the assessment of speech recognition in noise, submitted to International Journal of Audiology
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Danish Matrix Test

Properties of the Danish Matrix Test
Expected SRT range for normal hearing individuals: -8,4 ± 1 dB SNR (mean ± standard deviation)
for adaptive measurements
Slope of psychometric function: 13,2 %/dB
Reference: Wagener, K. Josvasse, J. L. and Ardenkjær, R. (2003). “Design, optimization and evaluation of a Danish sentence test in noise.” Intern.
J. Audiol. 2003; 42, 10-17
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Dutch Matrix Test

Properties of the Dutch Matrix Test
Expected SRT range for normal hearing individuals: -9,5 ± 1,0 dB SNR (mean ± standard deviation)
for adaptive measurements
Slope of psychometric function: 13, 9 %/dB
Reference: Luts H., Jansen S., Dreschler W., and
Wouters J. (2014), “Development and normative
data for the Flemish/Dutch Matrix test”, https://
lirias.kuleuven.be/handle/123456789/474335.
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English Matrix Test (US)

Properties of the American English Matrix Test
Expected SRT range for normal hearing individuals: -8.6 ± 0.9 dB SNR (mean ± standard deviation)
for adaptive measurements
Slope of psychometric function: 13.3 %/dB
Reference: Zokoll MA, Warzybok A, Carroll R,
Kreisman B, Allen P, Wagener KC, Kollmeier B (in
preparation). Design, Optimization, and Evaluation of an American English Matrix Sentence Test
in Noise.
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English Matrix Test (UK)

Properties of the UK English Matrix Test
Reference: Hewitt, D. R. (2007), “Evaluation Of An
English Speech-In-Noise Audiometry Test” MSc
thesis, University of Southampton.
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Finnish Matrix Test

Properties of the Finnish Matrix Test
Expected SRT range for normal hearing individuals: -9.7 ± 0.7 dB SNR (mean ± standard deviation)
for adaptive measurements
Slope of psychometric function: 16.7 %/dB
Speech rate: 226 ± 19 syllables per minute
Reference: Dietz A, Buschermöhle M, Aarnisalo AA,
Vanhanen A, Hyyrynen T, Aaltonen O, Löppönen H,
Zokoll MA, Kollmeier B (2014). The development
and evaluation of the Finnish Matrix Sentence Test
for speech intelligibility assessment. Acta OtoLaryngol.
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Finnish Simplified Matrix Test

Properties of the Finnish Simplified Matrix Test
Expected SRT range for normal hearing individuals: -11,2 ± 1,0 dB SNR (mean ± standard
deviation) for adaptive measurements
Slope of psychometric function: 19,4 %/dB
Reference: Willberg T, Kärteva K, Zokoll M A, Buschermöhle M, Sivonen V, Aarnisalo AA, Kollmeier B, Löppönen H, Dietz A. (in preparation). The simplified Finnish matrix sentence test
for the assessment of speech intelligibility in children and in elderly;
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French Matrix Test

Properties of the French Matrix Test
Expected SRT range for normal hearing individuals: -6.0 ± 0.6 dB SNR (mean ± standard deviation)
for measurements at constant level
Slope of psychometric function: 14.0 %/dB
Reference: Jansen S, Luts H, Wagener KC, Kollmeier B, Del Rio M, Dauman R, James C, Fraysse
B, Vormès E, Frachet, B, Wouters J, van Wieringen
A (2012). Comparison of three types of French
speech-in-noise tests: A multi-center study. Int. J.
Audiol. 51(3) 164-173
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French Simplified Matrix Test

Properties of the French Simplified Matrix Test
Expected SRT range for normal hearing individuals:
Age

mean ± standard deviation

Slope of psychometric function

5-6 years

-4,2 dB ± 1,3 dB SNR

10,3%/dB

7-8 years

-4,6 dB ± 1,2 dB SNR

10,1%/dB

9-10 years

-5,5 dB ± 1,5 dB SNR

10,0%/dB

Adults

-7,1 dB ±1,4 dB SNR

12,0%/dB

Reference: Buschermöhle, M. Exter, M. (2018) “Internal project report French Simplified
Matrix Test.”
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German Matrix Test

Properties of the German Matrix Test
Expected SRT range for normal hearing individuals: -7.1 ± 1.1 dB SNR (mean ± standard deviation)
for measurements at constant level
Slope of psychometric function: 17.1 %/dB
Speech rate: 233 ± 27 syllables per minute
Reference: Wagener KC, Brand T, Kollmeier B
(1999). Entwicklung und Evaluation eines Satztests für die deutsche Sprache Teil III: Evaluation
des Oldenburger Satztests. Z. Audiol. 38(3):86-95
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German Simplified Matrix Test

Properties of the German Simplified Matrix Test
Expected SRT range for normal hearing individuals:
Age

mean ± standard deviation

Slope of psychometric function

1 grade

-5,6 dB ± 1,0 dB SNR

12,2%/dB

2nd grade

-6,1 dB ± 1,0 dB SNR

12,0%/dB

3rd grade

-6,7 dB ± 1,1 dB SNR

12,5%/dB

4th grade

-6,6 dB ± 1,0 dB SNR

13,8%/dB

adults

-7,2 dB ± 1,3 dB SNR

13,7%/dB

st

Reference: Wagener, K. und Kollmeier, B. (2005), „Evaluation des Oldenburger Satztests
mit Kindern und Oldenburger Kinder-Satztest“, Z Audiol 2005; 44(3) 134-143
Buschermöhle, M., Wagener, K.C & Kollmeier, B. (2016), „Sprachaudiometrische Messungen mit dem verkürzten Oldenburger Satztest OLKISA bei Erwachsenen“, Z Audiol 2016;
55 (1) 6-13.
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Hebrew Matrix Test

Properties of the Hebrew Matrix Test
SVS

STD (SVS)

(dB SNR)
-8,2

1,3

S50

STD

[%/dB]

(S50)

13,5

1,5

Source
Koif-

Response

Length of

input

testlist

open

20

man, S.
(2016)
Comments:
a) The reference values for adaptive and non-adaptive measurements have been summarised.
b) The value for the slope is always the value determined for non-adaptive measurements.
c) No reference values are available for closed response input
Reference: Koifman, S. (2016), Internal project report of the project „Hebrew Matrix Test“,
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Indonesian Matrix Test

Properties of the Indonesian Matrix Test
SVS

STD (SVS)

(dB SNR)
-9,3

1,0

S50

STD

[%/dB]

(S50)

13,5

1,8

Source
Hu et al.

Response

Length of

input

testlist

open

20

closed

20

(2017)
-10,1

1,0

13,5

1,8

Hu et al.
(2017)

Comments:
a) The standard deviations of the SVS were rounded up for measurements with the „Noise
Indonesian Matrix Test“.
b) The reference values for adaptive measurements are also used for non-adaptive measurements.
Reference: Primadita, F. (2017) Development and Clinical Validation of The Indonesian
Matrix Sentence Test. Master Thesis, Carl von Ossietzky Universität Oldenburg
Primadita, F. et al. (2018). Matrix test as speech recognition test in noise for Indonesian
language, Paper in preparation.
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Italian Matrix Test

Properties of the Italian Matrix Test
Expected SRT range for normal hearing individuals: -6.7 ± 0.7 dB SNR (mean ± standard deviation)
for adaptive measurements
Slope of psychometric function: 14.3 %/dB
Reference: Giuseppina EP, Warzybok A, Hochmuth
S, Visentin C, Astolfi A, Prodi N, Kollmeier B (2015).
An Italian matrix sentence test for the evaluation
of speech intelligibility in noise. Int. J Audiol. 52
(S2), 44-50.
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Italian Simplified Matrix Test

Properties of the Italian Simplified Matrix Test
Expected SRT range for normal hearing individuals:
Age

mean ± standard deviation

Slope of psychometric function

5-6 years

-5,6 dB ± 1,2 dB SNR

11,3%/dB

7-8 years

-6,5 dB ± 1,3 dB SNR

11,3%/dB

9-10 years

-6,5 dB ± 1,3 dB SNR

14,0%/dB

Adults

-8,0 dB ± 1,0 dB SNR

12,1%/dB

Reference: Warzybok A, Garbaruk E.S, Goykhburg M, Merza Z, Puglisi G.E, Montuschi C, F di
Berardino, Zanetti D, Sellami F, Wagener K.C, Holube I, Astolfi A, Albera R, Pavlov P.A, Tavartkiladze G.A, Kollmeier B (2017) Evaluation of internationally compatible speech test in noise for
the pediatric population. 13th Congress of the European Federation of Audiology Societies, June
7-10, 2017, Interlaken, Switzerland.
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Japanese Matrix Test

Properties of the Japanese Matrix Test
SVS

STD (SVS)

(dB SNR)
-9,0

1,0

S50

STD

[%/dB]

(S50)

13,3

1,8

Source

Response

Length of

input

testlist

War-

open /

zybok

closed

20

(2018)
Comments:
a) The reference values for adaptive and non-adaptive measurements have been summarised.
b) The value for the slope is always the value determined for non-adaptive measurements.
c) The value for the SVS STD with open response input was rounded up to 1.0 dB.
Reference: Warzybok (2018). Interner Projektbericht „Entwicklung Japanischer Matrixtest Referenzwerte“
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Korean Matrix Test

Properties of the Korean Matrix Test
Measurements for reference data are currently in progress.
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Norwegian Matrix Test

Properties of the Norwegian Matrix Test
Expected SRT range for normal hearing individuals: -6,8 ± 1,2 dB SNR (mean ± standard deviation)
for adaptive measurements
Slope of psychometric function: 11,1 %/dB
Reference: Øygarden, J. (2009), “Norwegian
Speech Audiometry”, PhD thesis, Trondheim,
Norwegian University of Science and Technology,
Faculty of Arts, Department of Language and Communication Studies
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Polish Matrix Test

Properties of the Polish Matrix Test
Expected SRT range for normal hearing individuals: -8.0 ± 1.3 dB SNR (mean ± standard deviation)
for adaptive measurements
Slope of psychometric function: 21.8 %/dB
Reference: Ozimek E, Warzybok A, Kutzner D
(2010). Polish sentence matrix test for speech
intelligibility measurement in noise, Int. J. Audiol.
49:444-454
Note:
The adaptive procedure of the Polish Matrix Test
employs sentence scoring.
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Russian Matrix Test

Properties of the Russian Matrix Test
Expected SRT range for normal hearing individuals: -8.8 ± 0.8 dB SNR (mean ± standard deviation)
for adaptive measurements
Slope of psychometric function: 14.0 %/dB
Reference: Warzybok A, Zokoll M, Wardenga N,
Ozimek E, Boboshko M, Kollmeier B (2015). Development of the Russian matrix sentence test. Int. J
Audiol. 52 (S2), 35-43.
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Spanish Matrix Test

Properties of the Spanish Matrix Test
Expected SRT range for normal hearing individuals: -6.2 ± 0.8 dB SNR (mean ± standard deviation)
for adaptive measurements
Slope of psychometric function: 13.1 %/dB
Reference: Hochmuth S, Brand T, Zokoll MA,
Zenker Castro F, Wardenga N, Kollmeier B (2012). A
Spanish matrix sentence test for assessing speech
reception thresholds in noise. Int. J. Audiol. 51(7)
536-544
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Swedish Matrix Test

Properties of the Swedish Matrix Test
Reference: Hagerman, B. (1982), “Sentences for
testing speech intelligibility in noise”, Scand
Audiol 11: 79-87
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Turkish Matrix Test

Properties of the Turkish Matrix Test
Expected SRT range for normal hearing individuals: -7.2 ± 0.8 dB SNR (mean ± standard deviation)
for adaptive measurements
Slope of psychometric function: 14.7 %/dB
Reference: Zokoll M, Fidan D, Türkyilmaz D,
Hochmuth S, Ergenc I, Sennaroglu G, Kollmeier B
(2015). Development and evaluation of the Turkish
matrix sentence test. Int. J Audiol. 52 (S2), 51-61.
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Available for more than 60% of the world‘s
population
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Language available for medical devices in Europe* and for R&D
Language available for R&D
Further languages are under development. HörTech is always looking for cooperation partners for the
development and evaluation of further languages.
*and additional in Switzerland, Arbian Peninsula, Turkey, currently no service partner in Spain and UK
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Oldenburg Measurement Applications
The „Oldenburger Messprogramme“ software provides hearing care professionals
and audiologists with an instrument
that enables them to quickly and easily perform modern, adaptive measurement procedures such as sentence tests
to determine the speech intelligibility
threshold or loudness scaling. The software automatically calculates and adjusts
the level before each individual presentation based on the patient‘s answers.

The software offers a wide range of options for speech tests, e.g. different background noises, measurement with continuously presented background noise
or virtual acoustics for spatial measurements using headphones. The configuration of the measurement is user-friendly
and any preconfigured measurements
can be stored in separate measurement
profiles for reuse.

OLSA

OLKISA

OLKI

GOSA

WAKO

KLS

OLDENBURGER SATZTEST

OLDENBURGER KINDERSATZTEST

OLDENBURGER KINDERREIMTEST

GÖTTINGER SATZTEST

EINSILBER-REIMTEST

KATEGORIALE LAUTHEITSSKALIERUNG

OMA 2.0 - Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adaptive sentence tests in noise or quiet
International Sentence tests (matrix tests)
Sentence test and word test for children
Adaptive categorical loudness scaling
Virtual spatial acoustics for speech tests with headphones
Language tests now with additional background noise possible (e.g. ICRA)
Continuous noise during speech tests possible
Detailed or compact printout in tabular form
Automatic generation of PDFs of the Results possible
Supports Windows 10® 64-bit
Supports SQL Server database server in the network
Scope of delivery includes „Firebird“ database server
Can use already installed „Firebird“ or „Microsoft®“ „SQL Server“ database Server
Are you interested in our products and need more information?
If you need a medical device, please contact your audiometer manufacturer.
If you are interested in a version for research & development, please contact HörTech gGmbH
directly.
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The Center of Competence HörTech, a
non-profit organization located in Northern Germany and owned in part by the
University of Oldenburg and led by Prof.
Dr. Dr. Birger Kollmeier as scientific director, has a long standing expertise in
the field of developing speech audiometric test procedures in various languages.
More than twenty speech tests have been
developed here, and many of them are in
widespread use all over the world.
The aims of this non-profit organisation

are to support science and research and
to develop new methods and expertise
concerning hearing. The institute has its
origins in a national contest of the German Federal Ministry of Education and
Research. Since then, it has come to enjoy international appreciation. Its efforts
in basic research, which are widely renowned, have contributed to improvements in
hearing aid technology. HörTech is based
in the „House of Hearing“ in Oldenburg.

HörTech gGmbH
Marie-Curie-Straße 2
D-26129 Oldenburg
Phone: +49 441 21 72-200
Fax: +49 441 21 72-250
E-Mail: info@hoertech.de
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